1897 was a big year for science. J. J. Thomson discovered the electron, which, along with other momentous advances around that time ushered in the golden half-century of modern physics. It was in 1897, too, that Eduard Buchner accidentally observed that yeast juice can convert sucrose to ethanol. This discovery disposed of a firm belief that alcoholic fermentation is a vital operation of an intact cell; it was the origin of modern biochemistry. Forty years of enzyme fractionation resolved this "zymase" activity into a dozen discrete reactions. With the reconstitution of alcoholic fermentation, a phenomenon that had baffled scientists for centuries was explained in molecular terms, and the stage was set for the revolutionary advances of biomedical science in the second half of our century.
classical disciplines can still provide. Stated simply: (1) enzymology can solve chemical and biological problems; (2) biochemical resolution and reconstitution chart metabolic pathways; (3) universality of biochemistry is pervasive; (4) reverse genetics links enzymology to physiology; and (5) enzymes can be unique and powerful reagents.
(1) Enzymology solves chemical and biological problems. Virtually all biological operations are catalysed, directed and regulated by enzymes. Spontaneous reactions are rare: melting of DNA is catalysed by multiple varieties of helicases; facile protein folding and assembly is directed by chaperones. Enzymes are at the core of biological processes.
Chemists, previously reluctant to recognize or use enzymes, have begun to examine them for their awesome specificity and catalytic efficiency. Still remote from their attention are the social faces of enzymes, their interactions with other enzymes, structural proteins, membranes and matrices that create the functional macromolecular assemblies and organelles. Most biologists avoid enzymology. To them, enzymes are faceless components of kits or putative gene products inferred from sequences recognized only by their motifs and homologies.
(2) Biochemical resolution and reconstitution chart metabolic pathways. A biological event must first be observed in a cell-free system in order to be resolved and reconstituted at the molecular level. In so doing, a more precise understanding of enzymes, mechanisms and pathways can be gained, as can clues to their physiological operations. Unlike the cell, constrained to provide a consensus medium for thousands of diverse reactions, the biochemist enjoys the freedom to saturate enzymes with substrates, trap products and optimize the medium for pH, metal ions, ionic strength and cofactors.
(3) Universality of biochemistry is pervasive. As an example, the replication of the genome, phages and plasmids of Escherichia coli, which is completed in a matter of minutes, has proved far easier to examine than replication in organisms in which the processes take hours or days. Clearly, discoveries are more likely where the light is brighter. While recent advances in eukaryotic replication have revealed fascinating details, the basic themes and enzymes are familiar from prokaryotic systems.
(4) Reverse genetics links enzymology to physiology. Affinity chromatography and other powerful fractionation methods have simplified enormously the isolation of enzymes. Minute quantities of a near homogeneous protein are adequate for determining a short 62 peptide sequence sufficient for identifying the gene that encodes it. Regulating expression of the gene from its knockout to its overexpression leads to physiological consequences -phenotypes -that are clues to the enzyme's functions in vivo. Unlike conventional genetics, in which mutants identify genes with unknown functions, reverse genetics starts with a known activity identified by classical biochemical purification.
(5) Enzymes are powerful reagents. With purification of an enzyme comes the reward of measuring a substrate quantitatively and producing a previously unobtainable pure product, isotopically labeled and in abundance. In the purification of a potato nucleotide pyrophosphatase, I found novel substrates for coenzyme biosynthesis, which led me to the kinases, polymerases, ligases and nucleases responsible for recombinant DNA and genetic engineering.
In my current studies of inorganic polyphosphate, novel enzymes from E. coli and yeast have, for the first time, provided definitive, rapid, sensitive assays and preparative methods. Reverse genetics applied to these synthetic and degradative enzymes has revealed roles for polyphosphate in cellular responses to nutritional stringencies and signals, essential for survival in the stationary phase.
TOWARDS THE NEXT CENTENARY
The future is invented, not predicted. Forecasts of the future invariably fail to anticipate the truly revolutionary advances in the sciences and the consequent applications. In recent physics, neither the discoverers of NMR, the transistor and the laser, nor others made aware of these discoveries at the time, had the remotest conception of their applications: NMR in medicine and biochemistry; transistors in computers and communications; lasers in bar codes, CDs and surgery. In biochemistry, at the very seat of discovery of recombinant DNA in 1972, none of us anticipated the wide applications of genetic engineering to medicine, industry and basic research in biology and chemistry.
Having disavowed prediction, I will nevertheless venture some general directions for research in biomedical science.
Eternal vigilance to avoid vitalism. Vitalism is always about ussometimes revelatory, often only an excuse. Pasteur's triumphant discovery that the yeast cell is the agent of alcoholic fermentation led him, after a few failed attempts at getting an active yeast juice, to the unfortunate conclusion that the process is inseparable from a living cell. Reports to the contrary were derided and the advent of modern biochemistry was delayed for several decades. Even after the enzymatic elucidation of alcoholic fermentation, the eminent Dutch microbiologist, A. J. Kluyver, declared that fatty acid metabolism was too complex to ever be observed in a cell-free system.
The extraordinary advances in the cloning of genes and sequencing of genomes provide essential knowledge that will be of increasing and inestimable value. These developments now beg for the biochemistry to understand the functional and organized units of the cell and organism. Just as remarkable are the techniques to knock out genes and alter the level of their expression, which provide profound insights into physiology and disease; these advances, too, highlight the gaps in our understanding of how these alterations produce their effects at the molecular level.
Respect for chemistry as the universal language and the foundation for all the biomedical sciences. Although the cultural divide between biologists and chemists will remain, those who cultivate these neglected border areas will find the richest harvest. Chemists, inspired by the vast and awesome chemistry evolved in nature, will discover networks of regulated molecular operations by the use of bioassays as well as by highly refined physical methods. Biologists, who delve beyond physiological phenomena and microscopic images, by applying chemical techniques of ever-increasing sensitivity and precision will be rewarded with a deeper understanding of biological events.
Increased attention to the microbial world. Neglect of microbial research in recent decades has revealed, through novel and druoresistant microbial diseases, that we, as animals, are simply guests in a microbial world. Biological and chemical studies of microbes, including those that thrive at extremes of temperature, pressure and pH, will provide, as in the past, profound insights into biochemical mechanisms, the means to avoid or combat microbial diseases, reagents for industrial processes and new approaches to improve agriculture.
Chemical exploration of the brain and behaviour. Applications of biotechnology, which have given major insights into the functions of liver, kidney and the immune system, will surely be effective in explorations of the brain. That human behaviour is a matter of chemistry and neurons may be hard for some to accept, but even the modest efforts have already begun to reveal chemical explanations for mood, sleep and mental illnesses. A vast, uncharted frontier implores exploration. His may not be the last word in the description of life, but without his help the last word will never be said.
